Establish an authoritative record
of Collateral agreements through
common standards and a single
workflow.
AGREEMENTMANAGER, an AcadiaSoft Hub application, enables fast,
scalable negotiation and affirmation of legal and margin data via one
cost effective interface.
It can be complex, time consuming and costly to negotiate, digitize, record, generate and
govern Collateral Agreement data. AGREEMENTMANAGER, created by the industry, for
the industry significantly reduces the time and effort required to accurately maintain an
efficient repository of agreement data by introducing a standard shared workflow.
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KEY FEATURES
Integrates with negotiation and digitization partners across a common, shared,
industry-wide workflow
Standard adaptors to all downstream industry service providers
Backloading of agreements via digitization, enabling validation of internal records
and a simpler, more efficient dispute resolution process
Provides full audit trail of negotiations, difference resolution and amendments
Establishes automated cross-functional workflow enabling scalability
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For more information contact us on info@acadiasoft.com or visit www.acadiasoft.com

AcadiaSoft, Inc. is a financial industry collaborative that is uniquely focused on delivering margin automation and standards for
counterparties engaged in collateral management. Owned and backed by the investment of 17 major industry participants and
infrastructures, the AcadiaSoft community has grown to over 650 counterparties exchanging approximately $400B of collateral on
daily basis.
AcadiaSoft® is a registered trademark of AcadiaSoft, Inc.

